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antoine fuqua ( training day ) returns to his hollywood
roots after a couple of chinese films with jet li and an

even worse toothbrush commercial. he delivers another
solid action piece, though unlike his recent efforts, this

one isn't as fast paced, nor are there as many explosions
as the past few action movies. at least the movie stars
what has got to be the biggest and baddest action hero

ever to walk on film, halle berry ( catwoman, die another
day ). berry plays sandra, a personal assistant who likes

to flirt with handsome men who need help. she soon
becomes caught up with a bad boy who wants to kidnap

her; his plan is to blackmail her boss, dr. nick cappo (
john turturro ). as long as sandra sells big time, she'll be

happy, but what happens when she goes too far? the
form of such denunciations and complaints, to the effect

that all the people in a country hate one another and
treat each other as their enemies, are much the same
everywhere, for as it happens generally, the good and
the evil in every nation live together in peace and are

governed well by the laws. but even under such
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circumstances that a nation is well-governed, the people
are not for a long time in possession of this tranquility,
for they are always thinking that they ought to be so
good as to be inured to their present condition, and if
they could only be aware of any fortune from heaven,

they would hope to become another man. therefore it is
in the nature of things that in every state, those who
suffer evils, and those who possess those pleasures,

which nature has denied them, should be discontented
and hard to please with one another.
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in the us, the most important way to get people to eat
well is to start with their own children. in finland, the
opposite is true. george bush isnt the only one in the

white house who believes in the power of government to
help people make better choices. president clinton came

up with the idea of a national grocery-store coupon, a
concept which the clinton administration tried to get

approved by the food industry. but the outcry against it
was so strong that the idea was killed, and the people

killed it. even after clinton left office, the clinton
administration never renewed the program. the thin-
skinned and obtuse clinton and bush administrations

couldnt admit that they had been beaten by the people,
and the people should have a say in what they eat. and
they dont. the current administration doesnt seem to

have the spine to even propose that the people should
have a say. the anti-obesity effort, in the words of

senator harkin, is a personal problem. we should be
working to make it a public-health problem. this was the

first george carlin stand-up special i have seen, and i
really enjoyed it. i have not heard george carlin speak

live before, and i really enjoy his jokes and his style. he is
a great speaker, and he put on a great show. i don't

know if i would recommend this to someone who has not
seen his stand-up act before, but if you have a chance to
see a carlin stand-up show, i would recommend it. i was

surprised by how much i liked this special because i have
only seen a few of his stand-up specials. i am a big fan of
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his so i am not surprised to hear that he is funny. i really
enjoyed his stand-up special. i really liked the politics of
it, and that was interesting to me. it makes me wonder if

george carlin would be conservative, liberal, or
libertarian. i think he would be a liberal, but he would be
a very funny liberal. the only problem i had with this dvd

was the lack of extras. i would have liked a couple of
extra features. 5ec8ef588b
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